Fund Administrator Guidelines for Submitting Claims for Reimbursement
Entities that have received an initial allocation of funds based on a validated Cost Estimate may seek
reimbursement for expenditures reasonably incurred and related to a channel transition. When
submitting claims for reimbursement, entities should be mindful of the validated amounts for each item
in their Cost Estimate and any adjustments communicated by the Fund Administrator to ensure
conformance to reimbursement guidelines.1
Any reimbursement claims that exceeds validated Cost Estimate amounts will require supporting
justification and will be subject to review for reasonableness. In some cases, entities may be required to
submit a revised Cost Estimate, documenting the rationale for increased costs, before a claim in excess
of validated amounts will be considered. Entities will be notified by the Fund Administrator if a revised
Cost Estimate is required.2 Reimbursement will not be made in excess of an entity’s available allocation
amount. Claims that exceed the available allocation will still be reviewed for reasonableness but will be
held for payment until an additional allocation is made.
To submit a claim for reimbursement, a representative of the entity may log in to LMS to access its
reimbursement form. Cost Estimate information as well as other previously submitted information will
be displayed. The entity may upload supporting cost documentation.
Fig. 1: LMS Login Page
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Explanations of adjustments to Cost Estimate line items are provided by the Fund Administrator via email.
Note that entities are free to submit revised Cost Estimates at any time, although such Cost Estimates may not be reviewed
until such time as there is an additional allocation from the Reimbursement Fund.
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Fig. 2: LMS Costs

When requesting reimbursement, the entity is required to provide the following information:
1. Description of the Reimbursement Request: This description should accurately reflect the
nature of the goods purchased or services provided. Stations are urged to provide an accurate
and detailed description of the nature of the reimbursement request that matches the
underlying supporting documentation (invoice or receipt).

Fig. 3: Description of Reimbursement Request
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2. Invoice Number: The invoice number of the third-party invoice. If the request is for internal
labor of employee reimbursed expenses, the invoice number should be MM/DD/YYYY.
3. Invoice Amount Requested: The total amount, at time of submission, for which the entity is
seeking reimbursement. This amount may be the same as the amount shown on the underlying
invoice or receipt; in some cases, such as purchases of upgraded equipment in excess of the cost
of comparable equipment, the amount requested will be less. When the amount requested
differs from the amount shown on the underlying documentation, an explanation of variance
may be needed (See Appendix A).
4. Invoice Date: The date as listed on the third-party invoice. If the request is for internal labor of
employee reimbursed expenses, the invoice number should be MM/DD/YYYY.
5. Invoice Due Date: The date as listed on the third-party invoice. If the request is for internal labor
of employee reimbursed expenses, the invoice number should be MM/DD/YYYY.
6. Vendor EIN/TIN: the Employer Identification Number (EIN) or Taxpayer Identification Number
(TIN) of the entity that provided goods or services. The EIN/TIN is a unique, nine-digit, numeric
character issued by the Federal Government. If the request is for reimbursement internal
employee labor and employee expense reimbursement, provide the EIN/TIN of the entity.
7. Vendor Name: The complete name of the vendor providing goods or services. If the request is
for reimbursement internal employee labor, provide the name of the entity.
8. Supporting Documentation: Informative details that support the claim for reimbursement.
Note that if the information supplied above does not match the underlying documentation, the claim
may be rejected.
Fig. 4: Additional Required Information
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Fig. 5: Attaching Supporting Documentation

Generally, an invoice from the third-party vendor providing the equipment or services will suffice;
however an entity should provide additional substantiating evidence, in cases such as, but not limited
to, the following:
1. The substantiating invoice is for upgraded equipment, but the entity is only seeking
reimbursement for “comparable facilities;”3
2. The substantiating invoice is for services provided to stations with collocated facilities that are
sharing the costs of the invoice;
3. The invoice includes both items that are eligible for reimbursement as well as items that are not
reimbursable; or
4. The substantiating support is for internal labor or other employee reimbursed expenses.
For example, if a station has elected to upgrade its antenna and the cost is higher than that of a
comparable antenna, it should only seek reimbursement for comparable equipment and provide the
following explanation of the variance from the invoice amount.
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Irrespective of whether the entity selected “Upgrade” on' the Form 399, if the equipment is an upgrade or significant
alternative to its pre-auction equipment, it must submit a “price quote” that shows the cost of equipment that is comparable to
its existing pre-auction equipment. The price for the comparable equipment will be used at the estimated cost phase to
calculate the entity’s initial allocation. Once the entity purchases the upgraded equipment, it will submit the vendor invoice for
the actual, upgraded equipment purchased but will be reimbursed for the price of the comparable equipment (unless the price
of the upgraded or alternate equipment is less). The price quote for the comparable equipment should be from the same
vendor that is providing the upgraded equipment the entity is actually purchasing.
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Fig. 6: Sample Explanation of Variance
Line
Item
1

Line Item
Description
Antenna

Requested
Reimbursement
Amount

Supporting
Documentation
Amount

Explanation for Variance

$250,000

$300,000

Purchased an E-Pole antenna
instead of a comparable V-Pole
antenna

Failure to provide an adequate explanation between the amounts requested and the amount on the
invoice may result in delays in processing the reimbursement request. (See Appendix A).
Once the entity is ready to submit the request for reimbursement, it will be required to certify its
request. The Certify section of Form 399 requires the authorized person identified in the Applicant
Information section to certify the submission.
Fig. 7: Certify Section
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Appendix A
Sample Explanation of Variance Between Requested Reimbursement
and Supporting Documentation
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Explanation of Variance Between Reimbursement
Request and Supporting Documentation
Date of Submission:

__________________________

Facility ID or Call Sign: __________________________
Vendor Name:

__________________________

Invoice number:

__________________________

Invoice Date:

__________________________

Upgrade:_____

Collocated:____

Line
Line Item Description
Item

Non-Eligible Expenses:____

Requested
Reimbursement
Amount

Supporting
Documentation
Amount

Other:____

Explanation for Variance

Total
*Entities should only include multiple line items where an invoice is related to multiple Cost Estimate
line items in Form 399. Invoices that contain multiple line items for the same equipment can be
aggregated in a single line.
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